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Qualitative data from Family 
Solutions clients...

😟 Missed Appointments

😠Wasted Time

😰 Delay in Care

😵Communication Gaps
🥺 Limited Control of Circumstances



THE CURRENT SYSTEM IS SUBPAR.
"I had one client who missed her 
visit recently due to transportation 
issues. She has been using 
Medicaid transportation. She stated 
they did not call her to say they were 
there and did not come in her yard."

"I was using transportation (Medicaid) to 
get my prenatal appointments in Aiken 
and they either canceled the day before 
the appointment or was late picking me up. I 
remember two incidences where I was late 
being picked up and when they dropped me 
off to my appointment, I couldn't be seen. 
Then I had to wait another three hours to be 
picked up to go back home. A wasted day."



"I had late prenatal care and a low-
birth weight baby because I couldn't 
find rides to the doctor. Sometimes 
the Medicaid bus was full, or I 
couldn't ride because I didn't have a 
sitter for my kids. I had a miscarriage 
with my previous pregnancy and I'm 
sure lack of transportation 
contributed to it because it was hard 
finding a ride and transportation was 
a hit or miss."



Supplemental transportation 
solutions:

-Childcare
-Technology
-Alternative transportation
-Employer health care resources
-New healthcare professions
-Economic development
-Stronger ecosystems
-Participatory budgeting
-Inclusive planning
-(addressing all angles of social 
need)





From the 2021 Annual Impact Report



From the 2021 Annual Impact Report



What happens when a community gets all the resources it needs 
for the best outcomes? (Let's pilot...)



Here's a start...

• What is YOUR rural health equity 
and rural inclusion plan?

• How are you including community 
members in how money is spent 
and what is planned?

• Is SCORH at the table?

• Is money going to needed areas or 
desirable areas?

Rural Health 
Equity Roadmap

Community-led 
decisions

Participatory 
budgeting

Collective 
community design

Rural inclusion
Grants and 
investment



Website: 
scorh.net

Address: 

107 Saluda Pointe Drive
Lexington, SC 29072
Phone: 
803-454-3850

Text SCRURALHEALTH to 66866 to subscribe to our “Rural Focus” newsletter! 

Paola Gutiérrez
Lead Strategist RHAP
pgutierrez@scorh.net

CONTACT US


